Chemical Freight Specialty

CLX Logistics specializes in serving chemical manufacturers and shippers around the world. Our brokerage solutions satisfy specific regulatory pressures and safety and security concerns and are backed by the expertise and capabilities needed to safely move hazardous liquids and solid chemical substances to their destinations.

Trusted Carrier Network

Maintaining more than 300 established freight brokerage relationships means carriers come to us offering capacity for clients. We thoroughly vet each one, reviewing safety ratings, HAZMAT certifications and qualified insurance coverage. Then we ask the right questions upfront to match shippers with carriers to complete shipments from start to finish.

Benefits of Our Freight Brokerage

- Accessible & Responsive Customer Service Team
- Industry-Specific Expertise & specialized Chemical Freight
- Qualified Network of 300+ Trusted Carriers with National Reach
- Fast & Accurate Shipments Delivered on Time
- Support for a Variety of Shipment Modes
- Timely In-Transit Tracking, Reporting & Updates

Has your carrier backed out at the last minute?

Are you unable to find a truck for a shipment you need delivered?

Freight brokerage solves this common logistics problem by finding coverage fast.
Supported Shipping Modes
CLX Logistics has access to the capacity you need, when you need it. Our network of trusted and vetted carriers helps us find coverage fast to meet your unique requirements and modes. Our client brokerage contracts and insurance ensure that our exceptional freight brokerage services live up to their name by meeting specific requirements with speed and complete accuracy.

- FTL, LTL and Bulk
- Expedited and Oversized
- Flatbed, Open Deck and Drop Trailers
- Dry Van, Refrigerated and Temperature Controlled
- Drayage and Special Modes

Turn to the Specialists
Outsourcing freight transportation instead of working directly with carriers is often the easiest way to guarantee a shipment reaches its destination fast. Shippers can skip the paperwork and solve pressing problems with the support of always-on professionals who are experts in their field. CLX Logistics finds, books and dispatches trucks immediately and maintains clear communication with clients through phone and email for hassle-free logistics solutions.

Freight Brokerage Process

1. Coverage Request
2. Order Tender
3. Freight Scheduling
4. Dispatch
5. Loading
6. Transit
7. Unloading & Delivery
8. Billing

Need a Carrier Now?
Get in touch with the CLX Logistics freight brokerage team today.

CALL NOW: +1(800) 288-4851
EMAIL NOW: information@clxlogistics.com

About CLX Logistics, LLC
CLX Logistics, LLC is a global provider of comprehensive logistics management, technology and supply chain consulting services to a broad base of industry verticals. The global company, with offices in North America and Europe, is dedicated to solving its customers’ most vital logistics challenges by leveraging a broad range of industry expertise, best-of-breed technology and a personalized, high-touch approach to deliver measurable, sustainable value.